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This nutrition plan is
based on time-
restricted feeding

If you follow the nutrition guidelines laid down in this nutrition plan, you'll

get the results that'll make you happy, and your body will thank you for it.

 

Eating healthy isn't just about what you eat (the quality of your food) when

you eat (time) how much you eat (quantity) and the how often you eat

(frequency) matter too.

PLEASE ,  SEE  THE  PREP  LESSONS  ON  THE  APP  FOR  EXPLANATIONS  OF

WHAT  MEAL  T IMING  I S  ABOUTAND  HOW  AND  WHY  I T  WORKS .

T IMING

 FREQUENCY

 QUALITY

 QUANTITY

In week one and two, we’ll not make any

changes to the qualityand quantity of your meal.

We shall be focusing on number 1 and 2

One mistake people make when they are seeking to lose weight is that

they're quick to make drastic changes to their nutrition and exercise habits

right from the get-go.

 

They start a weight loss challenge and do it with all intensity. Then when the

programme is over life returns to normal because they're unable to sustain

whatever they were doing during the challenge.
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This mistake is the reason many people get stuck in the yo-yo cycle. They lose

weight and gain it back, and the cycle continues. 

 

As your coach, my goal is to get you out of the yo-yo cycle so that you can

finally lose the weight and keep it off.

 

For that reason, in the week one and two, we'll not make any significant

changes to what you eat (the quality of your food) and how much you

eat (the quantity of your food). 

 

I want you to continue to eat as you normally would in terms of food quality

and quantity.

Compress your feeding to 8 hours window .  Fast  for  16  hours  and  eat

within  the  8  hours  window .  Your  s leeping  t ime  i s  part  of  the  fast ing  period

Leave 3-4 hours in between meals  to  al low  your  digest ive  system  to

function  correct ly .  Avoid  snacking  in -between  meals  as  this  can  disrupt

the  normal  funct ioning  of  lept in ,  insul in ,  and  overal l ,  you  may  end  up

eating  more

Consolidate your meals to 2-3 meals a day with  3 -4  hours  space  in -

between  meals .

Eat on a regular schedule.  Your  f i rst  and  last  meals  must  be  on  regular

schedules .  A   + / -  30  minutes  deviat ion  i s  okay .

Eat your last meal before the sun is  out.  El iminate /avoid  late  night

eat ing .   Late  night  eating  i s  def ined  as  consuming  calor ie -containing  food

or  drink  after  8  pm .  Our  bodies  are  better  equipped  to  regulate  glucose

wel l  during  the  day .

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

DO NOT CUT YOUR CALORIES TOO

DRASTICALLY

If you're too quick to reduce your food intake drastically, you'll be making the

same weight loss mistake that put people in the yo-yo cycle.

 

As I mentioned earlier, my goal as your coach is to get you out of the yo-yo

cycle so that you can finally lose the weight and keep it off. Therefore, I want

you to trust me on this.
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